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My Travel JournalLonely Planet Kids
Modern kids and adults take pictures with their phones, text their friends and post on social media. But in the future, where will those images and messages be? The formats we use for
communicating today will almost certainly be outdated and no longer in use. Travelers will want to have a record of where they went on vacation, the vehicle they were in, what their parents
and grandparents were like. Even more important, it will benefit kids to learn how to write about their experiences. Designed for 8-to-12 year-olds, but suitable for any age, this book provides a
place to document experiences on a vacation or road trip, and to preserve those memories for future generations. The first three pages have simple instructions and suggestions for what to
write about. Following the instructions is a page to list the details of the trip such as who is traveling, the destination, etc. There are over 40 pages that are to be filled in with observations and
pictures for each trip. The book has enough pages for two separate trips. It's a hands-on book that encourages development of writing skills and so much more.
Are you looking for a fun, easy and entertaining Kids Travel Journal for your Trip to Istanbul (Turkey)? This Travel Journal is specifically developed for children. It is easy to fill out and will be
really entertaining for kids even on longer trips. Other details include: 120 pages, 6x9, cream paper and a beautiful matte-finished cover. Make sure to look at our other products for more
Travel journals.Just search for the country you are looking for + publishing
A perfect book for your kids to record memories, write stories of their amazing holidays adventures and vacation experiences. Help your child discover his/h A perfect book for your kids to
record memories, write stories of their amazing holidays adventures and vacation experiences. Help your child discover his/her inner travel writer. Perfect for writing, sketching, doodling and
much more. Product Details: Personalize your travel journal on the first page. Print sized 6" x 9" (15.24cm x 22.86cm). Glossy paperback cover 120 pages to write in all explorations, trip
experience and many more. Thick white acid free paper to reduce ink bleed-through Fulfil your bucket list of places you must go for the holidays. Interior Details: This Journal includes the
following sections to record your experience on each trip; Before I Go - things I want to see and do on my trip My Trip - Space for drawing & pic/things I did My Amazing Memory - Things I do
not want to forget/new friends contact details Other information Included are Friends to call or message List of continents, their countries and capital cities. Additional pages for personal notes
and quick access reminder. Perfect for Summer camps, Christmas trips, Family trips and much more. Great travel gift for neighbours, friends, family etc. Product is available in various cover
design options for you to choose from. For similar products like kids drawing journals, kids write and draw notebook, sketchbook planners, to do list planners, bucket list planners, yearly
planners and other everyday journals, please check out our author page; Crown Journals
Sri Lanka Kids Travel Journal - Keepsake Notebook, Vacation Diary for Children to Write In with Prompts Help your children capture precious moments while they're travelling to beautiful
places with this gorgeous diary. Interior includes: Date, location and weather How was the day: Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch
or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal
7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children. Grab a copy today!
Kids Travel Journal: My Travel Diary for World Travel Is your family planning a vacation adventure? Then give your kids a fun travel journal to engage their minds and collect their vacation
memories for a lifetime. Have you ever found your kids bored on a family trip? Wouldn't it be great to offer them something other than a video game to keep them occupied? This travel journal
for kids is a perfect vacation buddy that offers prompts to really trigger their imagination. Imagine how much fun your kids will have filling out their travel diary with prompts that ask them to
draw and write about the experieces of the places they have visited. And for those younger travelers, there's plenty of "Check the Box" type questions and simple fill in the blank questions that
mom and dad can easily share in the fun. Plus this travel diary also comes with travel games for kids like hangman, tic tac toe and more. It's perfect for early writers and kids on the verge on
writing. Here's what your kids will love best: • Log the places they have traveled • Fill in the blank travel pages like: My Passport, Our Vacation Itinerary • Free doodle pages to draw their
favorite moments of the trip • Log and rate their experiences with new foods • Collect all their tickets in their scrap pages This kids travel journal includes much much more including my
packing check list, my five senses and other travel activities for kids. So pick it up today and get started by clicking the button above. Most commonly suited for children ages 4 - 7. Page
Count: 100 PagesBinding: Trade PaperSize: 8.5" x 11"Language: EnglishColor: Full Color Cover / Black & White Interior
Travel Activity - The Adventure Log - Vacation Road Trip Family Diary Traveling Diary Notebook for 7 Trip days. Don't let another trip go by without capturing your child's memories! Road Trip
Daily Memory Book Keepsake Journaling Car Trip Cruise Train Plane. 60 pages of fun illustrations and prompts to write and/or draw about your journey. This travel Journal gives your kids
space to record their experience of their summer travels. Each journal page provides space tor * Detail of your trip: I am going to....... / I am travling with.................. / I will be away
for..................................... * Travel Timeline / Packing List / List of My Friends * Trip Day for 1 - 7 days: - Detail of Weather, Today I feel, Draw something from the day, What did I do today,
Best Part. - Date / Location/ I stayed at / I raveled by / First Time Ever / What I Saw / Best food I ate today / Today best moment - Today's favorite memory - A cool thingabout today * 2 Pages
for "Some other memories of my trip" * 22 blank pages for photo / sticker Perfect for students going on a trip during school and their parents requesting work to take with this travel journal.
Summer Travel Journal | Summer Camp Journal | Kid's Travel Journal | Vacation Journal Summer travel journal record your kids summer memories! This journal will help your children busy
with activites such as a summer reading challenge, a drawing, photo challenge. Detail: Travel journal 2 pages per day : - First page record names, dates, location of trips. Weather, my mood
and how we traveled each day. Cute frame with prompts for writing : I saw,Best thing I ate, Who I share the day with, My favorite thing about today was. - Second page frame space and lined
for drawing or photo a happy memories and writing their story. 4 Blank notes lined pages. Large Size 8.5 inches By 11 Inches Get startMy Summer Travel Journal for Kids today!
Includes practical information on how moms can make the most out of traveling with their kids. Mothers will find useful tips on safety, economical travel, eco-friendly trips and the benefits of technology.
Fun Summer, My First Travel Sketch Book is to tell the story of their trip in writing language. With the columns kids can easily sketch what happens and what they feel in the trip. There are over 100 pages of
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prompts to draw and write down what is the best of the day, what is the best food of the day and what they would like to draw of the day. At the end, they are asked what they are grateful for to cultivate a
positive attitude. It is a simple travel diary for kids between 4-8 years old. Features: Includes When, Where, How to get there, Weather, and Favorite Rating 3 Small Blank Frames: Best parts of the day, Best
Food of the day. What I am grateful 1 Large Blank Frame: Drawing the day 108 pages white paper Matte Finished Cover
Off to see the world? Or a part of it? This Travel Journal will help you record (and remember) those Big and little moments! Traveling is fun! Many times when we look back on our travel adventures, we
remember the little moments better! Why? We get to see things about ourselves or friends and family that make us smile and laugh long after the moment is gone! The unexpected has a way of making the
happiest of memories! Suitable for kids or the Big Kid in you! #kids #travel #memories #journal #fun #family #activities #activity #friends #adventure #memory
This useful national parks project log book is a must-have for anyone that loves the art of travel and visiting the national state parks! You will love this easy to use journal to track and record all your national
park activities.
My First Adventure Book is to tell the story of their trip in writing language. With the columns kids can easily sketch what happens and what they feel in the trip. There are over 100 pages of prompts to draw
and write down what is the best of the day, what is the best food of the day and what they would like to draw of the day. At the end, they are asked what they are grateful for to cultivate a positive attitude. It is
a simple travel diary for kids between 3-8 years old. Features: Includes When, Where, How to get there, Weather, and Favorite Rating 3 Small Blank Frames: Best parts of the day, Best Food of the day. What
I am grateful 1 Large Blank Frame: Drawing the day 108 pages white paper Matte Finished Cover
My First Travel Journal is a great way for children to document their traveling, trips, vacations, camp trips and summer memories. This 100-page journal is filled with storybook paper and is mixed with lined
handwriting pages. Kids can draw pictures to add to the memories of their stories. This Travel notebook for kids is a great gift for any summer vacation road trip.
"What I Did on my Vacation?" will probably be your kids' first writing assignment once they are back to school. And this travel journal will help them greatly! With this travel diary you can inspire and encourage
your children to keep track of their travels - without overwhelming them with too much writing. There are two pages for each day: On the first page kids can record the date and location and there are icons to
select how they traveled, what the weather was like and how they felt about that particular day. There are also 3 short writing prompts to describe what they saw, the best thing they ate and something new
they learned that day, like interesting facts and figures about a place they visited or about an animal they saw or a new word in a foreign language. The second page is dedicated for sketching and drawing
the highlights of the day. Kids can make individual pictures or even create a comic strip of a funny event. They can also use this space to paste in postcards, entry ticket, leaflets or anything else that will
remind them of that day. It will be so much fun looking back at those memories later! The book has enough pages to cover a 40-days journey or vacation. A flip-through video is available on the author's page
on Amazon. Click the "Add to Cart" button to get this travel journal for your child!
Do You Love To Journal About Your Adventures? This Travel Journal is a great way to preserve your vacation memories. It's designed for you to use before, during and after your trip as a planner, diary or
travel log for all your amazing adventures! Whether you are heading off across the state or around the world don't leave home without this charming travel diary. Features... Cover: Soft Cover with Matte-finish
Binding: This notebook is bound securely to the same standard of mass market paperbacks. (Pages cannot be easily removed) Dimensions: 6" x 9" a perfect fit for your bag or backpack. Interior: There are
110, high quality smooth white pages (55 sheets) for you to fill with all your thoughts and delightful experiences from your adventures. Just In Case: A place to put your, or your childs if you are getting this for
them for a family trip, emergency contact information. Trip Planning: A guided trip planner with a section for additional notes. Packing List: Dedicated area for your packing list. Guided: Prompts to help you fill
out your journal and remember everything important to you! For other Personalized Travel Journals Please click the "Lil'Winker Press" link above to see all our journals, notebooks and diaries.

The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of Stories about two siblings who fall into a fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's world is
about to change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines our modern day world with the enchanting realm of classic fairy tales. The Land of Stories tells the
tale of twins Alex and Conner. Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, they leave their world behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder
and magic where they come face-to-face with fairy tale characters they grew up reading about. But after a series of encounters with witches, wolves, goblins, and trolls alike,
getting back home is going to be harder than they thought.
Never forget an adventure with this bright and bold journal. Packed with tons of fill-in fun, from lists and logs to doodles and collages. Draw the view from your hotel window,
create the ultimate holiday playlist, make a city skyline from your ticket stubs and lots more. Backpack sized, with an elastic closer to keep souvenirs safe. It's a must-pack item
for any trip.
Pack up the family car, hit the road, and entertain the kids for the entire trip - no phones or screens required! Adventure Awaits! Road Trip Activities & Travel Journal for Kids is a
must-have activity book/journal for kids to enjoy as you reach your destination. Including car games, mad libs, puzzles, writing prompts, questionnaires, interview ideas,
scavenger hunts, brainteasers, and more, this road trip book is filled with more than 50 entertaining activities and endless fun. Design your own license plate, sketch your
souvenirs, fill in bingo cards with what you find from looking out the window, and enjoy the journey as much as the vacation itself! Author Kristy Alpert is an award-winning
freelance travel journalist and has work featured in Fodor's Travel, Travel Weekly, Yahoo! Travel, Refinery29, AFAR, and several other popular publications.
This journal is a perfect travel gift for kids ages 4-8, 8-12. This book formatted with prompts including: sections to record locations, travel buddies, weather conditions, your best
travel memories, photo space etc. and lined pages for all your precious memories. Product Details: 1) This journal has 100 Pages with prompts for writing. 2) Good quality white
paper. 3) Premium glossy cover finish. 4) Dimensions: 8.5" x 11" Makes a perfect Gift! Surprise someone in your life and make them smile. Get Your Copy Today!
Planning a Florida vacation with your kids? Make sure you grab this cool travel journal so that your children can record all the fun you had together on this long awaited family
getaway in Florida! Preserve those wonderful moments in this handy vacation journal. Complete with writing prompts and plenty of blank space to draw or stick in the pictures
and cards you collect on the way. This is a great gift for children and a great keepsake for all the family.
Pack your bags, hop a plane, and take a trip! Embarking on a journey with your kids can be a thrilling and rewarding adventure. Family travel is also a great way to expand your
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cultural horizons and help cultivate our next generation of global citizens. This book offers hundreds of easy-to-use ideas for:* Drumming up excitement for the journey ahead*
Teaching your kids to pack themselves* Having fun at the airport and on the plane* Easing jetlag and schedule changes* Involving everyone in setting itineraries and
expectations * Making museums and tourist stops engaging for everyone* Enriching your travel experience through journaling* Keeping the joy of the journey alive long after your
return* Discovering cultural education in your own back yardThis book is intended for well-seasoned travelers and newbies alike who enjoy being with their children, want to
enrich their education, and are excited to discover, as a family, the vast and unique experiences this world has to offer.
Mexico Kids Travel Journal Capture your children special moments while they're travelling with this cute diary. Interior includes: Date, location and weather How was the day:
Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what
they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children.
Grab a copy today!
Late on Christmas Eve, after the town has gone to sleep, a boy boards a mysterious train that waits for him: the Polar Express bound for the North Pole. When he arrives there,
Santa offers him any gift he desires. The boy modestly asks for one bell from the reindeer's harness. It turns out to be a very special gift, for only believers in Santa can hear it
ring. "Magical glowing double spread pictures . . . an original and memorable book." - Guardian "Evocative, realist pastels and atmospheric text." - Sunday Times "A thrilling tale."
- Independent
96 pages. 6 1/4" wide x 8 1/4" high. Bookbound hardcover. Elastic band place holder. Inside back cover pocket. Acid-free, archival paper. Taking a trip? Going on vacation?
Great! Use this journal to keep a record of everything! Plan your trip and packing list Write what happened on the way there and back Write down what you did Sketch what you
see Rate each day Paste in photos, tickets, aps, postcards, and more. Keep more stuff in the back pocket. Includes maps of the world, North America, and Europe Helpful words
and phrases in other languages World facts Puzzles and games Makes a great keepsake Recommended for ages 712
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had come down to the
kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a
downdraft and blown off course. Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in
case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery
Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school).
They are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in secret work for the government on the tesseract problem.
India Kids Travel Journal Capture your children special moments while they're travelling with this cute diary. Interior includes: Date, location and weather How was the day:
Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what
they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children.
Grab a copy today!
The adventure begins! This travel diary for kids is just the thing to tell the story of their trip-- whether it's happening in your child's imagination or on the other side of the world.
With easy prompts to get them going, they can share and create memories of their explorations and the terrific fun they had. One hundred pages of prompts to write and/or draw
what they experienced and feelings they had. This large size book is perfect for little ones getting the hang of writing, with large size text and guides to help them express
themselves. The true adventure is in the heart of your child. Give them a reason to share their thoughts and explore the world. Age appropriate versions: Kid Travel Journal for
Ages 3-6
Pages for maps, daily activities, favorite events, cool new sayings and more! Take a Kids' Travel Journal on your next trip. It may turn out to be the best souvenir ever!
Summer Travel Journal | Summer Camp Journal | Kid's Travel Journal | Vacation Journal Summer travel journal record your kids summer memories! This journal will help your
children busy with activites such as a summer reading challenge, a drawing, photo challenge. Detail: Travel journal 2 pages per day : - First page record names, dates, location of
trips. Weather, my mood and how we traveled each day. Cute frame with prompts for writing : I saw,Best thing I ate, Who I share the day with, My favorite thing about today was.
- Second page frame space and lined for drawing or photo a happy memories and writing their story. 5 Blank notes lined pages. Large Size 8.5 inches By 11 Inches Get start
Summer Travel Journal for Kids with Prompts today!
Want your child to remember your family adventures forever? The Family Passport Kid's travel journal is just the ticket! It comes complete with 30 days of journal pages and
many before, after and during trip activities. Including kid's restaurant review, ABCs of travel, favorite places and much more!!! The entire journal is based on the experiences of
Alyssa and Scott Barlow, creating journals for their 3 children while they traveled the world
This short story is regarded as an important early work of American feminist literature, due to its illustration of the attitudes towards mental and physical health of women in the
19th century. Narrated in the first person, the story is a collection of journal entries written by a woman whose physician husband (John) has rented an old mansion for the
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summer. Forgoing other rooms in the house, the couple moves into the upstairs nursery. As a form of treatment, the unnamed woman is forbidden from working, and is
encouraged to eat well and get plenty of air, so she can recuperate from what he calls a "temporary nervous depression – a slight hysterical tendency", a diagnosis common to
women during that period.
Adventure Awaits a Travel Journal for Kids Family Vacations from the fun and exciting events to the questions of "Are we there yet?" are all about memories. This travel journal
for kids is a perfect and easy way for your kids to capture their vacation memories. This travel journal has fun prompts, areas to doodle, circle the answer areas, and blank areas
where kids can glue in memorabilia. Need suggestions on fun items to add? No problem! There is a section with lots of fun ideas. No matter if you are camping, heading to the
beach, or going to an amusement park, this is the perfect travel journal for kids.
Kids Travel Journal Thailand Capture your children special moments while they're travelling with this cute diary. Interior includes: Date, location and weather How was the day:
Awesome, fun/cool, ok and boring Who was with us, today we...(options to write, draw, sketch or doodle) My favorite part of today Two boxes for children to write and draw what
they've learned and their favorite memory of the day Paperback matte cover finish, small travel journal 7"x10" with a total of 100 pages This is a handy travel journal for children.
Grab a copy today!
Time To Travel, My First Travel Journal is to tell the story of their trips in writing language. With the columns kids can easily sketch what happens and what they feel in the
vacation. There are over 100 pages of prompts to draw and write down what is the best of the day, what is the best food of the day and what they would like to draw of the day. At
the end, theyare asked what they are grateful for to cultivate a positive attitude. It is a simple travel diary for kids between 3-8 years old. Features: Includes When, Where, How to
get there, Weather, and Favorite Rating 3 Small Blank Frames: Best parts of the day, Best Food of the day. What I am grateful 1 Large Blank Frame: Drawing the day 108 pages
white paper Matte Finished Cover
Are you looking for a fun, easy and entertaining Kids Travel Journal for your Trip to Montevideo (Uruguay)? This Travel Journal is specifically developed for children. It is easy to
fill out and will be really entertaining for kids even on longer trips. Other details include: 120 pages, 6x9, cream paper and a beautiful matte-finished cover. Make sure to look at
our other products for more Travel journals.Just search for the country you are looking for + publishing
This 50 States Travel Journal notebook is a perfect way for you to record and keep track of which states you have been to or visited. Each state has two pages with space and
prompts to write places you have visited including sections to record: How Long You Stayed - Write how long your trip was. Where You Stayed - Log the place you stayed.
Weather - Record what the weather was like. Best Meal - Write what your best meal of the trip was. Something Funny - Log anything funny that happened. Something
Unexpected - Record something that happened that was unexpected. Highlights of the Trip - Write the highlights of your trip. What Did You Learn - Log anything you may have
learned. Did You Make New Friends - Record any new friends you made. Why Did You Visit The State - Write why you came to the state. Notes - Blank lined notes for writing
memories, fun things you did on vacation or just traveling through, etc. Rating of the State - Rate the state from 1-10. Great for men and women, boys and girls alike. Use as a
diary of your travels. Simple and easy to use. Also makes a great gift for anyone who loves to travel the USA. Also includes a contact page. Size is 6x9 inches, 104 pages, white
paper, soft matte finish cover, paperback.
Four SUPER FUN Travel Journals in ONE--Just for Kids. It's time to hit the road on your next family adventure--and kids will remember every second of fun-filled adventure. The
Ultimate Travel Journal for Kids is packed with journaling prompts and activities for up to four, so that no memory goes unwritten. Inside these travel activities for kids, 6-9-yearolds will find guided prompts to record hopes for their trip, highlights, new discoveries and more. Plus, this journal includes ultra-fun travel activities for kids likes fill-in the blanks
and crosswords for endless entertainment. These travel activities for kids include: Tons of Games and Activities--These travel activities for kids banish boredom during long rides
or waits with word finds, scavenger hunts, crosswords, and more! Guided Travel Writing Prompts--Young adventurers can write down everything they see, taste, hear and more
with prompts to guide observations. DIY Souvenirs--Keep this travel journal at the ready to let kids create their very own souvenir for multiple family adventures. When you're
back home and bags are unpacked, your little adventurer can always open The Ultimate Travel Journal for Kids and relive every minute of every adventure.
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